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The ask.
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The ask.

Showcase & educate consumers on 
the selection of Samsung handsets 
that are offered with Straight Talk.
TracFone proposed module options, but 
open to Huge UX/UI recommendation.

UX/UI. Strategy.

TracFone looking for recommendation on 
device hierarchy and module content.



Our POV.
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Our experience should 
build upon the foundation 
of the Samsung brand.



Samsung brand.

Pushing human 
potential. 
Samsung’s brand philosophy focuses on 
championing human potential — helping 
people defy the daily barriers that stand in their 
way (#DoWhatYouCant). Samsung believes the 
world may teach us can’t, but we are all born to 
do what can’t be done. 

Focusing on the 
future.
Samsung’s ongoing mission is “to create the 
future.” The brand is dedicated to building 
innovative, next-generation technology and 
devices that help consumers push the 
boundaries of what is possible today: to use 
Samsung products to create what’s next. 



Our approach is based on 
key attitudes and behaviors 
of the Straight Talk target.



Aspiring deal-seekers.

Budget-conscious.

Close to 20% will be in-market 
to switch within the next year, 
and a third of them plan to buy 
a Samsung device. However, 
they only anticipate spending 
$358 on their next phone. 

Tech-savvy.

Despite wanting the latest 
devices from Samsung and 
Apple, nearly 40% of them 
shop around and wait until 
technology becomes cheaper 
before considering a purchase. 

They make around $48k a year 
and pride themselves on being 
savvy shoppers. When it comes 
to considering a no-contract 
provider, 41% are looking for 
better value for their money.

Value-oriented.

Source: TracFone 2018 Segmentation



User-centric content approach.

Devices.
We recommend surfacing the latest device 
offered by Straight Talk (S10) at the forefront of 
the site to pique users interest. From there we 
should dedicate a larger portion of the site 
experience to highlighting additional devices 
that are more cost-effective and align closer to 
Aspiring Deal-Seeker wants and needs (S8+, 
S9+, Note9). 

Content.
We recommend focusing on three prominent 
device features (per device) that help to 
differentiate the Samsung phones Straight Talk 
is offering. Differentiating the phones from 
each other provides four distinct value-props to 
Aspiring Deal Seekers who visit the page.



Creative.
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UX approach.



Content wireframe.
• Intro Module 

• Video Module 

• Hero Product Module 

• Product Showcase Module 

• Comparison Chart Module 

• Brand Module

Content wireframe.



Content wireframe.

Intro Module 

Introduce the Samsung 
brand and what its 
family of products 
stands for in the 
wireless category.



Content wireframe.

Intro Module 

Introduce the Samsung 
brand and what its 
family of products 
stands for in the 
wireless category.

Video Module 

Serve users video 
content that highlights 
devices & features.



Content wireframe.

Intro Module 

Introduce the Samsung 
brand and what its 
family of products 
stands for in the 
wireless category.

Video Module 

Serve users video 
content that highlights 
devices & features.

Hero Product Module  

Announce the arrival of 
the hero device at 
Straight Talk, or a 
current hero device offer.



Content wireframe.

Product Showcase 
Module 

Surface specific device 
options most relevant 
to target audience.



Content wireframe.

Product Showcase 
Module 

Surface specific device 
options most relevant 
to target audience.

Comparison Chart 
Module 

Showcase specs for 
users to learn, compare, 
and make an informed 
purchase decision.



Content wireframe.

Brand Module  

Remind users of brand 
RTB’s and give 
opportunity to learn 
before buying.



Design POC



Link

http://64.13.238.127/Samsung_LP_poc/


Intro Module.

*Background requires new image purchase*



Video Module.

*Samsung Galaxy S10 TVC :30 or 4:00 video.*



Hero Product Module.



Product Showcase Module.



Deal Module.



Comparison Chart Module.

*Placeholder specs.*



Brand Module.
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Appendix.



Samsung Galaxy 
S10.
Content focus:                                                                                 
Latest tech features to maximize performance  

1. Wireless PowerShare  

2. Ultrasonic in-display fingerprint ID 

3. Intelligent Wi-Fi reaches faster speeds with Wi-Fi 6, 
reliable & secure connection on public networks

Primary Device.



Samsung Galaxy 
S8+.
Content focus:                                                                                  
High-tech features for less 

1. Features enhanced front-facing camera so you can take 
better, clearer selfies  

2. Unlock with a look using iris scanning and face 
recognition  

3. World’s first Infinity Display @ 6.2”

Secondary Device.



Samsung Galaxy 
S9+.
Content focus:                                                                 
Everything you love about Samsung enhanced  

1. Stereo speakers tuned by AKG surrounds you in Dolby 
Atmos sound 

2. Intelligent scan with face recognition and iris scan to 
make unlocking easy, even in low light 

3. Revolutionary, dual aperture camera that adapts like 
the human eye with Live Translation so you can see 
the world in a new way 

Secondary Device.



Samsung Galaxy 
Note9.
Content focus:                                                                                 
More of everything: Screen, battery, & storage  

1. Largest infinity display ever  

2. Powerful, all-day battery (21% larger than Note8) 

3. Room for what matters most…128gb of storage and up 
to 512GB of expandable storage

Secondary Device.


